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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Healthy Canada by Design CLASP Coalition
This report is a case study report summarizing the project undertaken by Public Health Services
at Capital Health as part of the Healthy Canada by Design CLASP Initiative. Healthy Canada by
Design (HCBD) is a coalition of health authorities, non-governmental organizations, academic
researchers, and national health, planning and transportation organizations, that have agreed
to collaborate on projects directed at creating healthy communities through intentional
community design/redesign, with a goal of reducing risks that contribute to chronic disease.
The HCBD Coalition has been funded since October 2009 by Health Canada through Coalitions
Linking Action and Science for Prevention (CLASP) program run by the Canadian Partnership
Against Cancer (CPAC). It is facilitated and supported by two staff persons contracted from the
Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada, which is the lead agency for the Coalition. The Urban
Public Health Network, Canadian Institute of Planners, and Canadian Institute of Transportation
Engineers are also partners in the Coalition.
During the second round of funding, received between October 2012 and September 30, 2014,
the HCBD partners agreed to expand their work into additional provinces and rural contexts
and to focus their work on policies and processes that foster active transportation and active
living. Under this phase of work, five health partners received funding to hire a Planner to
work with them for an extended period (e.g. from 12 to 18 months). The Planners were
expected to help the health partners to: build relationships with local planning and
transportation professionals; and bring health considerations into local land use and
transportation planning processes and policies. For more information on the previous round of
funding (2009-2012), please see: http://hcbd-clasp.com/clasp-i-resources-tools/.

1.2 Public Health Services, Capital District Health Authority Background
Capital District Health Authority (CDHA) is the largest health district in Nova Scotia serving a
population of approximately 400,000 people within three distinct municipalities: Halifax
(formerly known as Halifax Regional Municipality), the Municipality of the District of West
Hants and the Town of Windsor. Much of the health authority population is in the urban core of
Halifax, which includes six post-secondary institutions, the largest Department of National
Defense base in Canada, two academic health science centres and tertiary care referral
hospitals for the Maritime provinces, an international airport and an international seaport
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which together serve as a hub within the Canadian and Northeastern US eastern seaboard and
receive travel from Latin America, Europe, and Africa. Halifax is also on the Canada-US rail
service route for passenger and freight travel.

Nova Scotia District Health Authorities (as of September 2014), Department of Health and Wellness, 2013

Public Health Services (PHS) at CDHA is a team of approximately 120 health professionals
charged with: monitoring the health of the population; mitigating disease trends; and reducing
health disparities by working with partners to create the conditions for good health within
communities. Public health does this work as part of a provincial public health system. The
work is reflected in the provincial purpose statement for public health: Public Health works to
understand the health of our communities, and acts with others to improve health (2011).
This purpose statement reflects the orientation of the public health system around five core
functions of public health as named by Naylor in the National Advisory Committee on SARS
report (2003).

2.0 Project Summary
The alignment of the interests of public health agencies such as Public Health Services and
municipal planning departments has been evident for many decades. Community design has a
direct and indirect impact on the health of citizens in many ways. A growing body of literature
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suggests that community design can affect: the modes of transportation used by citizens; the
frequency with which they engage in physical activity for utilitarian and recreational purposes;
the risk and severity of vehicle-related injuries; local and regional air quality; access to and
consumption of healthy and unhealthy foods; social interactions and mental health; and
economic opportunities. These things in turn create opportunities to reduce the burden of
chronic diseases in any given community.
Public Health Services strategically chose to use the HCBD opportunity to initiate a renewed
partnership with Halifax Regional Municipality (HRM) because of the Municipality’s
demonstrated readiness to collaborate on these issues. A new Mayor and Council was elected
in 2012, with a stated interest in healthy communities as a focus of their governance.
Additionally, several projects within the Municipality were already underway, where some
relationships between the Mayor’s Office, Councillors, Halifax staff and Public Health Services
were already established, including some senior leadership relationships.
In collaboration with Halifax municipal government colleagues, then, PHS formed a new Halifax
HCBD Project Advisory Committee. The Advisory Committee identified four priority projects or
areas of focus, chosen preferentially as they represented the issues of primary concern to
Halifax planning officials:
1. A Municipal Food Assessment and Toolkit
2. A Complete Streets Policy
3. Community Design Guidelines for new subdivision developments
4. Public health comments on relevant land use and transportation planning documents
for Halifax including the Regional Plan, the Metro Transit’s 5-Year Plan, the review of the
Active Transportation Plan, and the Centre Plan.

2.1 Public Health Services HCBD Project Team
The Halifax HCBD project was guided by two committees, an Advisory Committee and a
Technical Committee, both of which met, and continue to meet, on a regular basis.
The inter-disciplinary Advisory Committee, formed in March 2013, included 10 members with
senior level leaders from Public Health Services in CDHA, municipal staff from Planning and
Infrastructure, and the Heart and Stroke Foundation of Nova Scotia, as well as a Professor from
the Faculty of Architecture and Planning at Dalhousie University. The Advisory Committee met
on a quarterly basis to:


Identify and explore potential priority projects and make recommendations on the final
project Action Plan;
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Discuss the development and implementation of each pilot project included in the
Action Plan;
Explore potential partnerships and collaboration opportunities between HRM and Public
Health Services;
Share project related information among members and between members and their
organizations;
Ensure project outcomes were being met and to provide advice on any project
deliverables; and
Provide advice on the Project Sustainability Plan.

Once the priority projects were selected and the Action Plan was approved by the Advisory
Committee, a Technical Committee was established to advance each priority project. Members
of the Technical Committee were drawn from Halifax Regional Municipality’s Planning and
Infrastructure Department, Public Health Services at Capital Health, and the Cities &
Environment Unit at Dalhousie University based on areas of expertise and interest in each of
the three HCBD projects.
The Technical Committee met monthly to:








Advance the development and implementation of each pilot project included in the
Action Plan;
Explore opportunities for partnerships and collaboration between Halifax Regional
Municipality and Public Health Services during and beyond the HCBD project funding;
Share project related information among members and between members and their
organizations;
Build awareness and understanding within organizations about each other’s areas of
expertise and interest (e.g., advocacy and promotion within Halifax and Public Health
Services);
Provide updates to the HCBD Advisory Committee; and
Explore, with the Advisory Committee, the sustainability of collaboration between
Halifax and Public Health Services.

2.2 Public Health Services HCBD Project Objectives and Priority
Projects
The following organizational and policy change objectives were outlined in the Halifax HCBD
Action Plan.
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Organizational Learning Objectives
 To develop a better and shared understanding within Public Health Services and Halifax
Regional Municipality regarding the connection between health outcomes and planning
policy.
 To create meaningful and effective opportunities to share knowledge and expertise
through collaboration on project, plan and policy development.
 To deepen existing, and foster new, relationships between Public Health Services staff,
Halifax Regional Municipality staff, and other collaborators to create ongoing
opportunities for cross-sectoral discussions, connections and learning (i.e., networking,
cooperation and collaboration).
Policy Change / Practice Change Objectives
 Facilitate engagement of Public Health Services in a number of built environment policy
projects, working collaboratively with Municipal staff (planners, engineers), decisionmakers, NGOs (e.g., Clean Nova Scotia, Ecology Action Centre) and other key
stakeholders.
 To increase content and process expertise, as well as overall capacity, for cross-sector
healthy built environment policy work within Public Health Services.
 To better understand challenges and barriers to developing and implementing healthy
built environment projects, plans and policies.
 To share successes, lessons learned and recommendations with colleagues throughout
Nova Scotia as well as Canada-wide.
The objectives were met through the development of a number the priority projects named
above, and outlined in further detail in the Action Plan. This report describes the work to date
and successes achieved for each priority project. A logic model for the 18-month project
informed the work and has guided the development of this report (see Appendix A).

2.3 Priority 1: Municipal Food Assessment and Toolkit
Municipal food policy work is gaining momentum across the country as a means to improve
health, food access, environmental sustainability and local economic development. The food
policy conversation began in the Halifax Region about nine years ago; however, it was not until
March 2013 that, through a combination of events, reports, opportunities, including the
initiation of the Halifax HCBD project, efforts began to coalesce; ideas moved into action.
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The Halifax HCDB project provided key
resources and connections with municipal staff
that allowed the newly formed grassroots
Halifax Food Policy Alliance to take hold. As a
result, the group developed a Region Wide
Food Assessment; established a strategic intersectoral Steering Committee; and produced a
toolkit for Planners and Public Participation
Committees (PPCs) to use in various planning
processes.
The Assessment provides a
benchmark for the current state of food
security within our region. It provides the
background that can be used for hosting
community
conversations;
for
the
development of a food charter; to garner
support from Regional Council; and to create a
Municipal Food Strategy. While still in draft
form, the toolkit will be piloted through the
development of an upcoming Secondary
Planning process.
Successes:
 Senior leaders committed to ongoing partnership and municipal involvement with food
systems and food security.
 Development of the Halifax Food Policy Alliance Steering Committee with representatives
from Halifax Regional Municipality, Public Health Services, Ecology Action Centre, Feed
Nova Scotia, Seaport Farmer’s Market, Dalhousie School of Agriculture. Work is ongoing
to secure participation from the Municipality’s Solid Waste Management Division.
 New Regional Plan requirement that food security be considered in the design of
communities. Revised measurement and evaluation section outlines Public Health
Services role in aiding to continue to monitor Food Security in the region.
 Mayor’s Healthy and Liveable Communities Report to Council recommends working with
the Halifax Food Policy Alliance (formerly the HRM Food Strategy Group) and determining
2014-2015 budget allocations to support “local food” initiatives.
 Development of a Food Systems Toolkit for Planners and Public Participation Committees
(PPCs) to guide, inform and evaluation plans in relation to the food system and food
security determinants.
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2.4 Priority 2: Complete Streets Policy
The recently adopted Regional Plan (2014), Active Transportation Plan (2014) and
Transportation Demand Management Plan (2010) speak to the importance of complete streets.
Using these plans as leverage, a small working group, comprise of Technical Committee
members, created a work plan to garner internal support for the development and
implementation of a Complete
Streets Policy for the Region. The
work
plan
consisted
of
background
research,
staff
interviews, site visits and
workshops with staff. As many
business units within the
Municipality work within the
street right-of-way, including
staff from Municipal Operations,
Planning and Infrastructure,
Development Approvals, Design
and Construction Services, the
Halifax HCBD applied both an appreciative inquiry and participatory approach to policy
development. During the interviews and in the first workshop, staff clearly explained the need
for a shared set of criteria or principles that all business units could use to inform their work
within the right-of-way and to develop concrete tools to aid in implementing complete streets
principles.
The HCBD team is now planning a second workshop with staff to review and confirm the
Complete Streets Guiding Principles, as well as, to update Red Book’s “Road Classification
Chart” that includes multi-modal and context-sensitive design considerations. A final report on
the Complete Streets Policies, Guiding Principles, and their implementation, will be presented
to Regional Council in early fall 2014.
Successes:
 Development of the Complete Streets Policy was accelerated through Public Health
Services support and HCBD resources.
 High level Complete Streets Guiding Principles created by various business units within
the Region, including Planning and Infrastructure, Design and Construction Services,
Development Approvals, Traffic and Right-of-Way Services, Metro Transit and others.
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 Gained internal support for broader definition of streets to include the importance of
streets to ensure mobility and connectivity, but also as destinations, gathering spaces and
community hubs.
 Initiating work with small team within Halifax Regional Municipality’s Design and
Construction Services to update Municipal Design Guidelines (the “Red Book”) with
Complete Streets elements.
 Developing national recognition and partnerships:
o Learning from, and connected with, representatives from the City of Edmonton,
Niagara Region, Region of Waterloo, City of Hamilton, Town of Ajax, the Toronto
Centre for Active Transportation.
o Planning Facilitator and the Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Program
Supervisor co-presented on the national webinar series organized by HCBD with CHNET Works (140 registrants representing all provinces).
o TDM Program Supervisor is contributing to the Transportation Association of Canada’s
(TAC) national committee which is working to create a national “Complete Streets
Brief”.
o The Halifax HCBD abstract to present the Complete Streets work at the Complete
Streets Forum in Toronto, Ontario in October 2014, has been accepted.

2.5 Priority 3: Community Design Guidelines
Using Peel Region’s Healthy Development Index (HDI) and recent community design updates to
Halifax’s Regional Plan, Community Design Guidelines have been drafted for new
neighbourhoods. Through existing relationships with Dalhousie University’s School of Planning,
the Halifax HCBD team engaged a group of Masters of Planning students to conduct a literature
review of community design guidelines used in other jurisdictions and municipal policies that
currently guide developments. The team also conducted site visits to three recently
constructed suburban communities in Halifax – Bedford West, Bedford South and Russell Lake.
Working closely with Halifax Planners and the Halifax HCBD Planner Facilitator, the Masters of
Planning team proposed a set of design guidelines and policies for Halifax to consider when
creating Master Plans for new communities. As Halifax begins to develop new secondary plans,
Halifax and Public Health Services staff will continue to explore how these guidelines might
guide and influence secondary plans.
Successes:
 Created document with proposed guidelines and case studies that Municipal Planners can
use to inform and guide their work.
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 Opportunity to pilot and operationalize these guidelines in upcoming secondary planning
process for Port Wallace.
 Extended partnership with Dalhousie’s School of Planning and providing inter-sectoral
work experience for Planning students.

2.6 Priority 4: Public Health Comments on Municipal Plans
The Halifax HCBD project timeline
aligned well with a number of
significant Halifax planning process,
including: the review and update of
the Halifax Regional Plan and Active
Transportation Plan; the development
of a new 5-Year Service Plan for
Metro Transit; and the initiation of
the Centre Plan. As well, the Mayor’s
Office
initiated
the
Mayor’s
Roundtable on Healthy and Liveable
Communities during the same
timeframe. Public Health Services contributed comments to all four of these Plans and
participated in the Mayor’s Roundtable. In addition, Public Health Services provided comments
on a draft Active Transportation Framework for Nova Scotia.
Successes
 Regional Plan states that food security needs to be considered in the design of
communities.
 The measurement and evaluation section of the Regional Plan outlines the role of Public
Health Services in supporting the monitoring of Food Security in the Region.
 Public Health Services has been added as a “stakeholder” for future Metro Transit
planning activities and continues to aid in the development of a new transit network plan
for the Region.
 Compiled health statistics and evidence on investing in active transportation to support
the implementation of the Active Transportation Plan.
 Increased interest in working collaboratively (Public Health Services, Halifax and
Dalhousie University) to collect the local data needed to estimate the health benefits
associated with active transportation in Halifax using the World Health Organization’s
Health Economics Assessment Tool (HEAT).
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3.0 Outcomes and Accomplishments
As illustrated in the Halifax HCBD logic model provided in Appendix A, the collaboration in
Halifax has focused on three main components: Partnership Development, Building Capacity,
and Establishing Governance Structures. The many outcomes and accomplishments achieved as
a result of resources provided to Public Health Services (i.e., to contract a Planner Facilitator 3
days per week for 18 months) through the HCBD Coalition include the following:
COMPONENT 1: Relationships Built and Sustained
 Successful partnerships built with Halifax’s Mayor, Council, and Planning and
Infrastructure staff.
 A commitment from Halifax staff to continue working with Public Health Services on a
number of healthy built environment initiatives, including the development and
implementation of Health Impact Assessments for development proposals.
 Public Health Service comments on the Halifax Regional Plan were considered and
incorporated into the final approved document.
 Complete Streets Principles were developed and momentum has been built within Halifax
and with community groups for the approval and implementation of the Complete Streets
Policy.
 A key driver of these successes was the commitment of the Advisory Table up front to
supporting only work that served the goals of Halifax Planning and Infrastructure
specifically. To that end, the HCBD project positioned Halifax municipal government as
the primary stakeholder in, and client of, the HCBD project. This was a unique feature of
the governance model in the Halifax project that may not have been replicated in other
HCBD projects.
COMPONENT 2: Capacity Built within Public Health Services
 A library of healthy built environment articles, tools and resources has been created, and
continues to grow, within Public Health Services.
 Public Health Services staff, particularly those involved in the Technical Committee, have
gained a deeper understanding of Halifax’s structure, political processes and planning
priorities, projects and processes.
 Capacity has been built within Public Health Services’ Understanding Communities Unit
(i.e., Research and Evaluation Coordinator, Epidemiologist, etcetera) about healthy built
environments, collaborating with partners, and the municipal planning and political
processes.
 Capacity to engage with Public Health Services, and to include health considerations in
plans and policies, has been increased within various business units within Halifax.
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Through initiatives such as the Public Health Services-Halifax Collaborative Workshop, the
Halifax Lunch and Learn presentations, the Complete Streets Workshop, the Technical
Committee members have worked to increase healthy built environment capacity among
many staff who are not directly involved with the Halifax HCBD priority projects.
COMPONENT 3: Governance Structure Established to Support Continued Collaboration
 The Advisory Committee and Technical Committee members are committed to continuing
to advance the priority projects beyond the Halifax HCBD project funding and timeline.
Committee members are exploring additional ways for Halifax and Public Health Services
to support one another’s priorities. The creation of both an Advisory and a Technical
Committee may also represent a unique governance feature of the Halifax project.
 Partnerships have developed with organizations beyond the Municipality including the
Nova Scotia Department of Health and Wellness, other District Health Authorities, United
Way, the Ecology Action Centre, Stepping Up’s Physical Activity Roundtable, Dalhousie’s
Cities and Environment Unit, Dalhousie’s Transportation and Planning Research Unit
(DalTRAC), and the Dalhousie’s School of Planning.
 Following the workshops and lectures provided by Dr. Karen Lee, the Healthy Built
Environments Consultant to the HCBD Coalition, there is a strong interest among
decision-makers in actively learning from the healthy built environment examples in New
York City.

4.0 Challenges and Barriers
Over the course of the project, our team identified, and worked to overcome, a number of
challenges and barriers. For example, we found that:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Working with different sectors is beneficial only after significant language differences
and barriers have been addressed;
It takes time to gain acceptance from public health staff to engage in healthy built
environment work;
Barriers can be created and progress can be delayed if the individuals working on the
priority project have limited authority;
It takes time to build relationships, trust and a willingness to move currently accepted
practices;
Organizational habits take time to change; It helps to have positive success stories to
draw upon for examples;
Internal organizational politics are complicated and can arise at unexpected moments.
Some political challenges were created when one District Health Authority in the province
had resources from the HCBD Coalition while others did not; and
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• Progress on healthy built environments is limited by the dearth of local data, and data
partnerships are needed in order to collect the local information needed to inform
decisions.

5.0 Lessons Learned
Critical Success Factors:
1. It was important to ensure that the involved organizations were accessible to each other
at both the senior management level and at a front line staff level. It was helpful to the
process to know that: the Manager of Planning was available to provide project advice
and, when needed, to present on the planning process, to public health staff; and that the
Medical Officer of Health was willing and interested in presenting public health’s
background, areas of expertise, and interest in healthy built environments, to Municipal
staff.
2. Internal leadership support is critical to successful and sustainable partnerships. The
enthusiasm and support shown by the CEO, Board of Directors, and Medical Officer of
Health at CDHA and of Halifax’s Director of Planning and Infrastructure, Manager of
Planning, Manager of Strategic Transportation and Community Engagement Lead, the
Mayor’s Office, and several Councillors enabled staff in both organizations to “make
room” in their work plans for partnership development and the advancement of priority
projects.
3. It essential to relationship-building for public health to support projects that are deemed
a priority to municipal partners. By supporting the current priorities and work of
municipal partners, we were able to build trust and a willingness to work together. This
also provided Municipal colleagues with the time to feel comfortable focusing on “healthy
built environment” work.
4. The national HCBD Coalition, including Heart and Stroke Foundation staff who facilitated
the HCBD Coalition, was integral in building interest in, and trust for, the work being done
at a local level. Access to the experiences of, and resources produced by, public health
colleagues across Canada, helped our team determine how best to proceed with our own
local projects, and provided inspiration. The national HCBD Coalition repository of
healthy built environment resources supported the development of our projects.
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6.0 Conclusions and Sustainability
Participation in the HCBD project provided Public Health Services with an incredible opportunity
to deepen relationships with colleagues in Halifax, build internal capacity for healthy built
environment work, and establish necessary structures and practices to ensure the sustainability
of the partnership and the work. In order to build on the momentum generated through the
Halifax HCBD project, CDHA has committed to funding a Healthy Built Environment Coordinator
position within the Understanding Communities Unit of Public Health Services. HRM colleagues
are actively seeking to continue to partner with Public Health Services and are enthusiastic to
explore ways in which each organization can support the other’s work in the future.
As well, a number of District Health Authorities across Nova Scotia, and the Chief Medical
Officer of Health for Nova Scotia, are exploring ways to extend the lessons learned from the
Halifax HCBD project to District Health Authorities across the province. CDHA recently
supported an application to the Nova Scotia Moves fund to provide a Planner to a different
District Health Authority for eight months using a model similar to the HCBD project. In
addition, District Health Authorities across the province have initiated conversations about
developing a provincial network of public health colleagues who are working with
municipalities on healthy built environment plans, projects and initiatives.
While it would have been much simpler to focus the work on one or two priority projects, the
excitement and enthusiasm generated by the Halifax HCBD opportunity pushed us to advance a
number of projects simultaneously. Now, after many busy months and hard work, the Halifax
HCBD can be viewed as a success. The team is proud to have made such accomplishments in a
short time, and eager to look ahead to the many possibilities for continued co-leadership and
collaboration.
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Appendix A: Halifax Healthy Canada by Design CLASP Logic Model
ACTIVITIES

RESOURCES
Human
 0.6 FTE CLASP
Facilitator
 CDHA Key Project
Contact (16 hours /
mth)
 CDHA 3 CLASP
Project Advisors (816 hours / mth)
 .2 FTE CEU Planners
Partners
 MOU with HSF
 6 HRM Planning +
Infrastructure staff
 1 CEU Director
 National CLASP
partners (11 cities)
 HSF Project
Manager + KTE
Coordinator
Physical
 In kind office +
meeting space
(value: $7,000)

CAPACITY BUILDING













# workshops; # presentations
# of staff working on HBE /
CLASP work
# colleagues and collaborators
identified + engaged in the HBE
work
Collection of HBE articles +
resources
Literature reviews and evidence
summaries compiled














Build trust through priority
projects; celebrate successes
Build relationships with and
support various HRM
departments, staff and council
Build common language and
shared understanding
Host meetings with working
groups to advance priority
projects
Connect with other partners
(i.e., Dalhousie)







# of new and deepened
relationships
#staff with HBE in work plan
# PHS staff on HRM Boards and
Committees
# new partnerships



Project Action Plan
Advisory + Technical Committees
terms of references, minutes
Final Project Report
Staff Information Report to
Council
Participation on Mayor’s Healthy
and Livable Comm. Roundtable
Successes shared with others





INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES

Increased understanding of
municipal planning
Increased content expertise and
ability to engage in cross sector
HBE work
Increase interest and awareness
of PHSs role in HBE work
Increased inclusion of health
considerations in municipal plans
and policies

PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
New relationships built and
existing one’s deepened
Increased demand for PHS
support on HBE work; PHS
involvement in HBE work is a
norm
Increased awareness of potential
collaborators and colleagues
within HRM



Increased capacity (knowledge, skill
and ability) within PHS to engage in
and inform healthy built
environment work



Deeper relationships built and
sustained with HRM staff,
stakeholders and partners



Governance structure established
that supports continued
collaboration



GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES


Financial
 MOU budget
($82,000): CLASP
facilitator, CEU
support , meeting
expenses, and
project costs
 KSSA Grant ($9500)

Training, workshops, webinars
(HCBD, CHNET, others)
Build capacity through hands
on project work
Review HBE resources and
articles; gather evidence
Realignment of human
resources dedicated to project

SHORT TERM OUTCOMES

OUTPUTS





Presentations, conversations
and meetings with national
colleagues
Adv + Technical Committee
meetings
Updates and meetings with
HRM + CDHA leaders
Build governance
infrastructure












Increased expectations that part
of individual’s work plans are
dedicated to HBE initiatives
More meaningful and effective
opportunities identified to share
knowledge and support each
other’s work
Local and national network of
colleagues

GOAL: Understanding and acting
with our municipal partners to
prevent chronic disease and injury
through collaboration on healthy
built environment plans and
policies.

